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Motivation
● Neural networks are great* at learning correct answers

● Many neural-symbolic systems are closer to deep learning than logic

● Can neural-symbolic networks be trained to learn “semantics” instead?

● If a network learns “semantics” then it should usually answer correctly...

● It’s not obvious if this is even possible, let alone a good idea

* most of the time, if you do it right, and the training data is good, etc
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Research Questions
Research Questions

1. Can a neural network emulate reasoner behavior?

2. Can we still achieve success without embeddings?

3. Can learning happen with arbitrary numerical names?

4. Will intermediate answers help our evaluation?

5. Is F1-score sufficient to evaluate an integrated logic and neural network 
system? If not, what would be?
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EL+
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EL+
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Completion Rules



EL+
● Each step can be traced back to it’s support in the KB

● Initially everything traces directly to the KB with the completion rules

Step 1:
New Fact: (rule) support
C1 ⊑ C3: (1) C1 ⊑ C2,C2 ⊑ C3
C1 ⊑ C4: (4) C1 ⊑ C2,C1 ⊑ ∃R1.C1,∃R1.C2 ⊑ C4
C1 ⊑ ∃R1.C3: (3) C1 ⊑ C2,C2 ⊑ ∃R1.C3
C1 ⊑ ∃R2.C1: (5) C1 ⊑ ∃R1.C1,R1 ⊑ R2
C1 ⊑ ∃R4.C4: (6) C1 ⊑ ∃R1.C1,R1∘R3 ⊑ R4,C1 ⊑ ∃R3.C4

● Later the KB support grows as the new facts support other new facts

Step 2:
New Fact: (rule) support
C1 ⊑ C5: (2) C3 ⊓ C4 ⊑ C5,C1 ⊑ C2,C2 ⊑ C3,C1 ⊑ C2,C1 ⊑ ∃R1.C1,∃R1.C2 ⊑ C4

● These supports can guide the training from input KBs to completion
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Encoding
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Data Sources
● Sequential-Random Generator

○ Sequence guarantees use of all completion rules

○ Randomized partition with noise

● SNOMED 2012 Sampling

○ Imbalanced use of completion rules

○ EL+ sampled to manageable size
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LSTM
● KBs with reasoner steps fed in as a batch of sequences

● Because intermediate answers are known, piecewise training is possible

● Piecewise system has same dimensionality as the layered systems

● Attempting completion on continuous values, not classification, so use regression 
minimizing MSE
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Flat System Architecture
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Deep System Architecture
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Piecewise System Architecture 
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Results - Training

● Piecewise training feasible, presents opportunities for introducing transparency
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Synthetic Data
SNOMED Data



Results - Synthetic Example
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Results - SNOMED Example

Good Example

Trial 46

Correct Answer:
C9 ⊑ ∃R3.C2 if something is a anterior hypothalamic region then there is a hypothalamus that it is PartOf
Prediction:
C9 ⊑ ∃R3.C1 if something is a anterior hypothalamic region then there is a side that it is PartOf

Not as Good Example

Trial 3

Correct Answer:
C1 ⊑ ∃R2.C4 if something is a dorsal surface of great toe then there is a surface of body that it is rPartOf
Prediction:
C5 ⊑ ∃R2.C1 if something is a branch of phrenic nerve then there is a dorsal surface of great toe that it is rPartOf
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Results - Evaluation
● Levenshtein Distance between every string axiom output and best match in the correct answers

● Character Levenshtein distance uniformly substitutes all numbers with unique characters.

● Edit distances fail to account for near misses

● Custom “predicate distance” measures how far away each atom is from its correct value, adding big penalties for R/C 
misses and small for incorrectly guessed numbers

● Random axioms are generated to compare with results

● An F score is obtained for all of these by counting the number of times a perfect match is found
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Results - Precision, Recall, F1
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Results - Distances
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Contact

Email
aaroneberhart@ksu.edu

GitHub
https://github.com/aaronEberhart/ERCompletionReasoningLSTM
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